SOUTH NORTHAMPTONSHIRE COUNCIL – DELEGATED REPORT
Householder application
Application No.

S/2018/2161/FUL

Case Officer:

Saffron Loasby

Statutory
Expiry Date:

14 November 2018

Consultation
Expiry Date:

Consults date:
11 October 2018
Re-consults date:

Site:

8 Wharf Close Old Stratford MK19 6EH

Proposal:

Replace existing wooden windows and doors with UPVC

RECOMMENDATION
Approve, subject to the conditions and reasons set out on the attached
decision notice.
APPLICATION SITE
One of three detached properties comprising red brick walls, tile roof and white
timber windows. The property has an attached double garage with room above
forming part of the residential accommodation. The property benefits from front and
rear amenity space and approximately 4 off road parking spaces (including the
garage).
CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•
•

Within the village confines
Within the designated Conservation Area
Within three archaeological assets sites
Within a 2km buffer of three local wildlife sites

PROPOSAL
Planning permission is sought to change the windows and doors from timber to Upvc.
Proposed openings on the ground floor rear elevation will be marginally increased in
size to accommodate new doors.
RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY
None relevant to this application other than the original planning consent for the three
dwellings S/1997/0745. The consent does not have any conditions restricting the
material of the property fenestration and nor is there an Article 4 direction on the land
in question.
PRE-APPLICATION ADVICE
None sought.
KEY ISSUES
•

Impact on scale and character of property and surrounding area

•

Impact on neighbours

RELEVANT PLANNING POLICIES
Planning law requires that applications for planning permission must be determined
in accordance with the Development Plan, unless material considerations indicate
otherwise.
The Development Plan
SOUTH NORTHAMPTONSHIRE LOCAL PLAN (SNLP): Policies G3, EV1, EV9,
EV10, EV11 and EV12
WEST NORTHAMPTONSHIRE JOINT CORE STRATEGY (JCS): Policies SA
Material Considerations
NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK (NPPF): Section 12 ‘Achieving welldesigned places’, Section 16 ‘Conserving and Enhancing the Historic Environment’
PLANNING PRACTICE GUIDANCE (PPG): Design
SNC DESIGN GUIDE: Chapters 4-8
Local Highway Authority Standing Advice 2016
COUNCIL CORPORATE PRIORITIES: Cherwell District Council and South
Northamptonshire District Council’s Joint Corporate Strategy for 2018-19 sets out the
councils three strategic priorities which form our overarching business strategy.
Below these are the key actions for the year 2018–19. This is a strategy which looks
to the future taking into account the priorities and aspirations of the communities who
live and work in the districts.
The three corporate priorities are to ensure the Districts are “Protected, Green &
Clean”, are places which support “Thriving Communities & Wellbeing”, and are
Districts of “Opportunity & Growth”. All three priorities are of significance to the
determination of planning applications and appeals. Below these priorities, the key
actions which are of most relevance to planning applications and appeals are: (1)
deliver the Local Plans for CDC & SNC; (2) increase tourism; (3) protect the built
heritage; (4) reduce our carbon footprint & protect the natural environment; (5)
mitigate the impact of High Speed 2; and (6) deliver affordable housing.
The remaining key actions are also of significance to the determination of planning
applications and appeals in particular delivering the Bicester, Banbury, Kidlington,
Brackley, Towcester and Silverstone Masterplans.
The above corporate priorities are considered to be fully compliant with the policy
and guidance contained within the National Planning Policy Framework and National
Planning Practice Guidance.
CONSULTATION RESPONSES
Old Stratford Parish Council – No comments received

REPRESENTATIONS
None received
APPRAISAL
Impact on scale and character of property and conservation area
By virtue of the nature of the proposed works, the proposed development will not
cause harm to the scale / character / appearance of the property and surrounding
area. The replacement material is white Upvc and similar in appearance to what is
being replaced.
Impact on neighbours
By reasoning of the nature of the scheme, officers are satisfied that it will not affect
the amenity of any neighbouring properties in terms of overbearing, loss of privacy
and a loss of natural light to residents. Adequate standards of amenity shall be
maintained for existing and future occupiers of the host dwelling and neighbouring
properties.
CIL LIABILITY
N/A
CONCLUSION
Due to its siting, scale and design, I consider that the proposed changes in materials
to the fenestration will be sympathetic to the context of the development and will be
compatible with the appearance, character, layout, scale and design of existing
dwellings in the area. I am also content that the proposal will provide adequate
standards of amenity and privacy for existing and proposed residents. The proposal
therefore accords with Policies G3, EV1, EV9, EV10, EV11 and EV12 of the Local
Plan, policies SA of the Joint Core Strategy, and the following material
considerations: Sections 12 and 16 of the NPPF, the Local Highway Authority’s
Standing Advice (June 2016) and gives due regard to the Council’s Corporate
Priorities.
HUMAN RIGHTS ACT
The Human Rights Act 1998 (“HRA”) sets out fundamental freedoms which have
been laid out by the European Convention on Human Rights (“ECHR”) In making any
decisions, South Northamptonshire Council (“the Council”) should have due regard to
and take into account any implications that may arise under the HRA. As a public
authority, it is unlawful for the Council to act in a manner which is incompatible with
the ECHR.
The rights under the ECHR which the Council views as being the most likely to affect
planning matters are: Article 6 (the right to a fair trial); Article 8 (right to respect for
private and family life); Article 14 (prohibition of discrimination); and Article 1 of the
First Protocol (protection of property).

Article 6
Officers consider that the applicant has been given the right to a fair and public
hearing under its established planning process, and, therefore, has not acted outside
of Article 6. The Council recognises that there are others whose rights to a fair trial
(such as third party objectors) might be affected.
Officers have considered these matters and have resolved that, whilst there are
potential rights in play, these will not be affected by the application due to the
application being publicised by way of neighbour letter giving affected third parties
the opportunity to comment on the application and their views taken into account
when considering the application. In this case there have been no objections raised.
Furthermore should a third party be concerned about the way the application was
decided they could complain to the Local Government Ombudsman or if they
question the lawfulness of a decision can appeal to the Courts for Judicial Review of
the application.
Article 8 and Article 1 of the First Protocol
Officers have considered the duties under both Article 8 and Article 1 of the First
Protocol and have resolved that the application does respect the private and family
life of neighbours and does not fail to protect the neighbours’ property.
DUTY UNDER THE EQUALITIES ACT 2010
S149 of the Equality Act 2010 (“EA”) sets out what is known as the Public Sector
Equality Duty (“PSED”). Under the PSED, the Council, as a public authority, must
have due regard to the need to, among other things, advance equality of opportunity
between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and persons who do
not share it and has to foster good relations between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who so not share it. The protected
characteristics to which the PSED refers are: (a) age; (b) disability; (c) gender
reassignment; (d) pregnancy and maternity; (e) race; (f) religion or belief; (g) sex; (h)
sexual orientation.
Officers have considered the application and resolved that none of the protected
characteristics is affected or potentially affected by the application.
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